REBUILDING LIVES

Emergency access accommodation – A Bed Every Night
At The Brick we are not afraid to do things

The Brick manages a 24/7 hub ABEN hub in Leigh that provides emergency accommodation to those most in need, providing

differently and pilot new initiatives.

support to people experiencing homelessness such has health service signposting, housing advice and income application support.

We’re working in partnership with Wigan

Our ABEN hub is the first step in developing a strong support system for those experiencing homelessness in the wigan borough.

Council and GMCA, to tackle homelessness

A Bed Every Night plays a key role in developing a template for the future and we will be sharing frontline experience and

across the Borough by providing overnight

knowledge with others to contribute to an improved strategy to support those experiencing homelessness in Wigan.

accommodation for people experiencing
homelessness in the Wigan, Leigh &

Our accommodation offers are also supported by our outreach team who work across Wigan, Leigh & Atherton to locate people

Atherton area.

rough sleeping and help support them into safe and secure accommodation.

Supported accommodation
The Brick is a forward-thinking charity that puts people at the centre of what it does. As part of this, The Brick operates supported
accommodation in partnership with residents.
The Brick have invested in long term accommodation sites based both in the Leigh and Wigan area, which are operated with staff
who work alongside people to further their goals.
The main aim of the support is to work towards further independence of tenants from services. The day-to-day role of the support
staff is to remove and help people overcome barriers, so people can learn vital skills in maintaining a tenancy and help someone
work towards achieving goals and aspirations.

At The Brick, when working with someone in our supported accommodation, we ensure that their next accommodation is high
standard of housing and somewhere that someone can call home. We do this through having open and honest conversations with
tenants about what they want for the future and what the next steps are to achieve that future. These next steps often include but
are not limited to developing new skills, hobbies and work interests. Through active listening, we can come up with a collaborative
plan to produce provide meaningful support.
To help people we work with in achieving the future they want The Brick has created a skills and training centre, The Brick Works,
where people can sign up to engage in activities throughout the Brick’s many sites within their community.
We offer all tenants weekly catch ups ensure that our support is always meaningful this is done through regularly reviews, with the
person, to ensure any plans made are still of interest and appropriate. This all contributes to a step towards further housing,
community integration, confidence building, financial independence and restoration.

Brick Works
The Brick Works offers training to increase employment opportunities for
people who are currently unemployed or in unsecure employment
This can include people experiencing homelessness or recently housed people
referred by the Brick, people who have been released from prison, people with
mental health issues, people with low employability skills, and people who have
been unemployed for long periods. The Brick Works has a small staff team,
mentors running their own small businesses, and volunteer mentors. Recycling
and reuse is key to the Brick Works.
The Brick Works is also open to the public for the sale of recycled, upcycled
and handmade furniture and other items. It is also the home of Gearing Up, our
renowned in-house bicycle repair shop and The Hive Training kitchen where
people can learn cooking skills.

Asset Mentors
The Brick Works offers skills and training to individuals looking towards further independence. The opportunities that are offered
are always deigned with the input of those take part, but there are a group of core mentored services on offer throughout the year.
These include Catering, Retail, Bike mechanics, carpentry and electrical PAT testing.
Through working with mentors in specialised areas, individuals have the opportunity to gain key skills in these disciplines. Through
displaying commitment and progress, people undertaking mentoring can access discounts, goods and team away days such as
Go Karting. Both the mentoring opportunities and team away days encourage and support social skills and help prevent isolation.
There is a genuine sense of community at the Brick Works and as the building is open to the public and also operates as a
functioning shop, workshop and cafe, community integration takes place.
Alongside the incentive programme, The Brick Works offers accredited courses to individuals in areas of key interest to enhance
CV’s and increase the likelihood of potential employment. Individuals taking part in mentoring will receive dinner and expenses
occurred with travel which will be reimbursed. The Brick has great connections with local employers who offer opportunities to
those who feel ready and are in a position to go into paid employment ensuring further financial independence.

Personal Transition Service Coaches
The Brick’s Personal Transition Service or PTS Coaching is a new approach to tackling homelessness
and other tough times, such as leaving care, dealing with drug or alcohol misuse, coming out of
prison or leaving psychiatric hospital.
The first thing to know is coaching is never mandatory everyone working with a coach is there
because they want change not because they were referred or told to go because of this engagement
with the service is always high and well received.
Our PTS coaching is not a set programme or a regiment service, coaching is always tailored to an
individual and focused on goals set by the person not the coach.
We don’t focus on the problems people are facing or the areas of their life which aren’t going well,
we instead look at all the positive assets a person has and build on what’s already there. This includes
things like turning interests into a hobby, finding ways to nurture a skill or building up relationships
with new people. We achieve this though brokering opportunities with the community and the

We don’t aim to fix a person by telling them what to do or do things on their behalf. People always
have the power and control over how and when they want to change their lives. This encourages
people to act independently of their coach and other services.
Coaching isn’t about failing and succeeding. We’re with someone for the whole of their journey,
working at their pace. Because of this people aren’t afraid tell their coach about what they are
experiencing. This means the relationship between a person and their Coach is based on honesty
and reflects the world outside of our services.
During coaching we look to create an identity outside of the sector a person’s identity, community
and familiarity is not built around the sector. This helps people build up to that last step where they
feel confident to pursue their goals without coaches.

person we work with such as introducing to local groups, encouraging volunteering, helping with job

The PTS service is a fundamentally a...

searching, finding qualification opportunities and anything else the person wants.

					• Flexible service
					• Personalised to an individual
					• Focused around their goals
					• Integrated with the community
					• Asset based

Independent Living Mentors
For anyone who has experienced homelessness, from sleeping on the streets to sofa surfing, it can be difficult to
readjust to managing a home. That’s why The Brick offers ILM support.
Independent living mentors are support works readily available to anyone staying in The Brick’s emergency or
supported accommodation. People staying in The Brick’s accommodation can freely make appointments with
their ILM to get advice on preparing for independent living.
It’s the ILM’s job to help build up people’s confidence in managing a tenancy which can include helping with
financial planning, aiding with applying & looking for employment, signposting to physical or mental health
services, providing wellbeing and building home skills. ILM’s work to help a person put in place the skills needed
so that when they leave emergency or supported accommodation they have everything they need to ensure
long term stability.

Young Persons Accommodation
Going through homelessness is challenging at any age but

In addition to this we work in a person led way encouraging

to be young and faced with homelessness is a very

self-development. This can be through work, college or any other

frightening and lonely experience. One we would like to make

meaningful activity that is relevant to them. Through this we can

a little easier.

identify goals and build support plans. Success is measured by the
individual and what they would like to achieve; we believe that

At The Brick our “Young Persons Accommodation”, offers

self-determined outcomes are very important in building self-esteem

emergency accommodation to young people (18-24) who are

and feeling empowered.

either homeless, at risk of homelessness or rough sleeping.
We aim to support local integration, independent living and resilience.
We are a small and friendly 4 bed provision, staffed 24 hours

There is also a focus on suitable and appropriate move on to a more

a day, offering a temporary home filled with compassion,

permanent home which again is tailored to individual needs.

warmth, support, and empathy. We provide three meals a

We work in partnership with a number of other local services to

day and residents are encouraged to meal plan and cook

provide ‘wrap around’ support for focus such as mental health,

for themselves, promoting independence. We offer practical

physical health, housing, community integration, general wellbeing as

support to ensure people gain vital skills in managing and

well as any other specific needs. We also offer in house support and

sustaining a home.

signposting by our amazing support staff.
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The Brick, 10 Arcade Street, Wigan WN1 1LU
01942 236 953
enquiries@thebrick.org.uk
To support us and for fundraising enquiries, please contact us on giving@thebrick.org.uk.
Alternatively you can donate through our Just Giving page.

